PVMK-PX24
Protection panel for PVM-X2400

Overview
Protection panel for PVM-X2400 24-inch 4K HDR TRIMASTER high-grade picture monitor

This accessory provides a protection panel for the portable 24-inch monitor to safeguard the premium LCD screen from scratches and impact during transportation and preparation.* It is attaches and detaches easily and quickly without tools. The benefit of this is significant when renting out these monitors—for example, panel damage is reduced and there is a far lower incidence of panel replacement and downtime during rental cycles. This optional protection panel can be mounted together with the PVMK-RX24 rack-mounting bracket.

*The optional protection panel cannot be used in operation for avoiding any thermal problems with the monitor.

Features
Protection panel
The protection panel is designed to fit precisely on the PVM-X2400 monitor front surface. The premium LCD screen is protected from inadvertent scratches and shocks during transportation and preparation.

Simple attachment/detachment mechanism
The protection panel grips the monitor from the upper side and holds it with spring stoppers on the lower side of the screen bezel. No tool is required, and you can release the spring stoppers of the protection panel with your fingers to attach and detach the protection panel.

**Use with rack-mounted monitor**

This optional protection panel can be mounted together with the PVMK-RX24 rack-mounting bracket.
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